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About This Game

NO ENGINEERING, ALL PROCRASTINATION!

SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE is a brand-new solitaire variant originally developed for SHENZHEN I/O, and is now available as a
standalone game! It's simple but challenging, and oddly addictive.

 A brand-new solitaire variant inspired by Mahjong and FreeCell!

 Simple to learn, but persistently challenging!

 Over 98% of deals are solvable!

 Win 100 games and become immortal! (with a Steam Achievement)

NOTE: If you own SHENZHEN I/O, you don't need to purchase SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE! After solving a few puzzles in
SHENZHEN I/O, a link to a full version of SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE will be placed on your in-game desktop for you to play.
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A fun mix of CoD and CS:GO. Not as "exciting" as other games but it still fun and 100% FREE.. Fantastic game, a bit on the
short side depending on your skill level, managed to beat it in 6-7 hours 100%. Haven't had a blast like this in a while though,
gameplay feels very satisfying and didn't really run into bugs or glitches.

Made me feel good about myself for a while, thank you for that.. Good game, well worth the price but it is very frustrating. You
spend the majority of 10-20 minutes creating your party and fine tuning it the way you want, then you need to go and find the
person who issues you your first quest. Then you go and do your quest, but you get stopped by numerous enemies who seem to
be able to attack twice as often as you can. They don't do a whole lot of damage but it is still frustrating to be killed by a goblin
who attacks twice as fast as you and you can't defend or anything. The movment and combat can be a little glitchy at times. It's
not a bad game, it's not a great game. 7\/10.. E.Wolf's +5

1. If you like spreadsheets, you will enjoy this game. If you dislike spreadsheets, you will be bored.
2. There is an incredible amount of customization. From the playbook to each player's stats, everything can be edited to make
the game however you want it.
3. There is also an incredible amount of detail. Each player has a variety of stats beyond what is offered in games like Madden
NFL. Player performance changes their stats and benching players can both upset them and reduce their stats. The teams
actually feel like teams instead of lists of individual players.
4. With this being a spreadsheet-focused game, there is a plethora of statistics available to analyze. This is extremely useful for
determining what your team needs to succeed.
5. The off-season is incredibly detailed and realistic. I enjoyed the off-season more than the season due to the incredible
customization and the hope for success next season.. This game is awful. I tried to make the tractor and cultivator work the field
and the tractor ran into the side of the barn. You buy equipment and it doesn't show up anywhere. The barn is just a prop.
Apparently the entire town is your farm. The music doesn't work. The tutorial is the wrong font color. Where is my
equipment??? Made with Unity personal. It shows it.

This game has to many things wrong to bother with. 1\/10
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This just dosent feel finished, after just a few min you get the feeling that its missing some thing. Aircraft spawn to the sides
and rear of you giving no time to dodge it, the number that do show up is not countable. They could have had a hanger to stop or
slow the spawn rate on air craft but they dont. The good part, they have a single shots from them but the speed they fly and the
shot speed are the same, you can see them flying with there shots right in front. The ground based tanks the AA guns are better
balanced then what you face in the air, when you kill an area its empty after.

I think they got he weapons swaped, guns would have been better for ground based and a little tracking on missles for anit-air,
having to lead your target at a 90deg turn just to shoot aircraft makes it look bad. The limited ammo for big attacks has you
wishing for more as this would have made the run and gun game play fun.

Not recommened at this time needs work.. umm doesnt load past 56 % cant even play.. dont bother. Good story, graphic and
sound, simple to control but little chellenging to win.
Quite good game :). Viki Spotter: Megapolis is an excellent game for children of the genre "searching for differences." This part
is already clear to the metropolis. A great opportunity to learn new words with the child.
+ Bright and attractive graphics.
+ Lovely main character
+ A large number of levels
+ A large number of easy achievements (open as you progress through the game)
+ Infinite and free hint
+ Atmospheric soundtrack
As for me, an excellent development game. You probably will not stay on it, but the child will be interested in this wonderful
game. A simple bullet hell with a metagame leveling structure, The Weaponographist is a medicore rehash of flash games we've
all played for free. If you've played games before, you've already played this one. And if you've played 9 minutes of this game,
like I have, you've already played the whole game.. Great game, had a lot of fun playing it. There are some archery games for
the vive, and I really like the style of this one over the others.

The characters are interesting and varied (mages, goblin throwing big beasts, etc).

I also enjoyed the powerup arrows. Freezing all the bad guys was really fun and saved me a few times.

Definitely a game worth getting.
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